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ENDRITIC ARCHITECTURE OF THE VON ECONOMO NEURONS
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bstract—The von Economo neurons are one of the few
nown specializations to hominoid cortical microcircuitry.
ere, using a Golgi preparation of a human postmortem
rain, we describe the dendritic architecture of this unique
opulation of neurons. We have found that, in contrast to

ayer 5 pyramidal neurons, the von Economo neurons have
parse dendritic trees and symmetric apical and basal com-
onents. This result provides the first detailed anatomical
escription of a neuron type unique to great apes and
umans. © 2006 Published by Elsevier Ltd on behalf of IBRO.

ey words: spindle cell, anterior cingulate, fronto-insula,
olgi, human brain, ape.

on Economo neurons (VENs) are large, bipolar neurons
hat are located in layer 5 of anterior cingulate cortex
ACC) and fronto-insula (FI) cortex (von Economo and
oskinas, 1929). Elsewhere we have referred to them as

he “spindle” neurons, but because of potential confusion
ith other uses of this term, we now refer to them by the
rst author of the best classical description of these cells.
nlike most neuron types, the VENs are present in the
reat apes but are absent in the lesser apes, Old and New
orld monkeys, and prosimians (Nimchinsky et al., 1999).

his suggests that they arose in the hominoid clade within
he last 15 million years. The volume of the soma is much
arger in humans than in apes, and stereological counts
ndicate that these cells have proliferated in the human line
f descent (Nimchinsky et al., 1995; Watson et al., 2006).
he recent emergence of this cell type, as well as its

ocalization to subregions of the prefrontal cortex, suggests
ts involvement in sophisticated cognitive behaviors. This
uggests that studies of this cell may provide insights into
uman uniqueness and origin. Furthermore, because the
orce of natural selection has had only a relatively short
ime to shape their functioning and integration with other
ell populations, the VENs may be particularly vulnerable
o dysfunction. Thus knowledge of the morphology of the
ENs may be useful in evaluating possible pathological
ariants in neurogenetic and neuropsychiatric disorders.

Despite these important characteristics, little is known
bout the dendritic morphology of the VENs. Cell morphol-
gy is crucial to our understanding of these cells, because

Correspondence to: K. K. Watson, Duke University, Box 4029 DUMC,
urham, NC 27705, USA. Tel: �1-919-668-0333; fax: �1-919-668-0335.
-mail address: karlikiiko@gmail.com (K. K. Watson).
d
bbreviations: ACC, anterior cingulate cortex; FI, fronto-insula cortex;
EN, von Economo neuron.

306-4522/06$30.00�0.00 © 2006 Published by Elsevier Ltd on behalf of IBRO.
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euronal shape is directly related to the computations
erformed by the cell. For example, dendrites can estab-

ish intrinsic firing pattern (Mainen and Sejnowski, 1996),
erform non-linear operations (Koch et al., 1982), or mod-
late action potential propagation (Vetter et al., 2001). In
he current study, we used a modified Golgi technique that
nabled us to quantitatively describe the dendritic archi-
ecture of the von Economo cells from a young adult hu-
an male. Comparisons of the extended dendritic trees
llowed us to determine whether the populations of VENs
ere consistent across regions, and if and how the den-
ritic trees of VENs differed from those belonging to layer
pyramidal cells.

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

issue specimens were obtained via Maryland Brain Bank from a
uman 23 year old male (postmortem interval�18 h) who suffered
udden cardiac arrest. Toxicology reports indicate that there were
o drugs or alcohol present in the body at time of death. The right
emisphere FI cortex and ACC were dissected, photographed,
laced immediately in a potassium dichromate fixative solution
FD Neurotechnologies, Ellicott City, MD, USA) and mailed over-
ight to the authors. The specimens were kept in this fixative for
7 days, and then placed in FD Neurotechnologies Solution C for
days.

Specimens were sectioned at 200 �m intervals on a freezing
icrotome, mounted on gelatinized slides, and allowed to dry for
–4 days. They were then Nissl stained with Cresyl Violet (Sigma-
ldrich, St. Louis, MO, USA), processed according to manufac-

urer’s directions (FD Neurotechnologies), and coverslipped in
ermount (Fisher Scientific, Fair Lawn, NJ, USA).

Once dry, the specimens were observed using the 4�, 10�,
nd 40�-oil (N/A�1.00) objectives of a Reichert Polyvar light
icroscope (Leica Microsystems Inc., Bannockburn, IL, USA)
quipped with a 10� ocular and a motorized-stage. The criteria for
lassifying a neuron as a VEN was an elongated, large soma in
ayer 5 of the FI or ACC, a prominent basal dendrite, and sym-

etrical morphology along the horizontal and vertical axes of the
ell (Nimchinsky et al., 1999). We further constrained the category
o include only those neurons that had no additional dendrites or
ranching for a half-soma’s distance along the length of the prox-

mal dendrites. For every VEN traced, we also traced the nearest
omplete pyramidal cell that had two or more prominent basal
endrites. Using Neurolucida 6.0 (MicroBrightField Inc., Williston,
T, USA) we created three-dimensional reconstructions of the
pines, soma, and dendrites of VENs and pyramidal cells in FI and
CC, and used NeuroExplorer (MicroBrightField) for visualization
nd to perform Scholl analysis (Scholl, 1953). Statistical compar-

sons were made with non parametric tests (Kruskal-Wallis and
ilcoxon rank sum tests) using Matlab 7.0 (Mathworks Inc.,
atick, MA, USA).

RESULTS

ig. 1 illustrates soma and proximal dendrites of a pyrami-

al and a VEN. The dendritic arborization is much richer in
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he pyramidal neuron; a finding which is confirmed quan-
itatively in this study. Fig. 2 illustrates the long narrow
adial arborization of a VEN, and Fig. 3 shows at higher
agnification of the distribution of the spines on basal
endrites of a pyramidal and a VEN. Neurolucida models
ere created for 17 pyramidal cells and 15 VENs in ACC,
nd for 21 pyramidal cells and 20 VENs in FI. VENs were
oted to be symmetric, with their apical and basal den-
rites having similar profiles in terms of “branchiness” and

ength (Fig. 4, right). In contrast, pyramidal cells had highly
ranched basal tufts in comparison to their relatively
parse apical trunks (Fig. 4, left).

We used Scholl analysis to measure dendritic length
nd the number of branch points (“intersection number”) as
function of distance from the soma. Similar to previous

ndings in macaque temporal lobe (Elston and Rosa,
000), we found that the peak dendritic complexity of layer

pyramidal cells occurred in the basal tree 50–75 �m
rom the soma. This spike in dendritic complexity was not
resent in apical tree of the pyramidal neurons, nor in the
pical and basal trees of the VENs (Fig. 5).

Between regions (ACC and FI), there were no signifi-
ant differences in mean total branch length or intersection
umber for either the pyramidal or von Economo popula-

ions (P�0.25). Therefore, data from both regions were
ooled into a single von Economo group and a single
yramidal group for statistical analyses. When summed
ver all Scholl radii, neither the total length nor intersection
umber of the apical and basal dendritic trees of the Von
conomo cells differed significantly from one another. In
ontrast, the basal dendritic trees of the pyramidal neurons
ontained significantly greater total dendritic length and
ore Scholl intersections than the apical dendrites of the

ig. 1. Photomicrographs of soma and proximal dendrites of (a) a
yramidal and (b) the VENs stained with the Golgi method. Photomi-
rogaphs are montages taken of several planes and/or fields of view.
cale bar applies to both images.
yramidal neurons as well as the apical and basal trees of
Fig. 2. Dendritic arbor of the VEN depicted in Fig. 1.
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he VENs (Fig. 6, P�0.001). The maximum Scholl radii for
he von Economo and pyramidal neurons were not signif-
cantly different for either the apical (VEN�287.14 �m�
5.72; pyramidal�330.52 �m�17.65) or basal (VEN�
33.43 �m�14.52, pyramidal�212.63 �m�10.39) trees
P�0.001, Fig. 6). Pyramidal cells had a mean total den-
ritic length 2.5-fold higher than that of VENs (pyrami-
al�2044.3 �m�157.1 �m, VENs�815.8 �m�66.75).

Spines were distinguishable at 400� magnification. Be-
ause the mean total number of spines did not vary by region,

ig. 3. Higher magnification photomicrograph of basal dendrites of (a)
mages.
ig. 4. Neurolucida tracings of pyramidal (left) and von Economo (right) neuro
parseness of the VEN dendritic tree. Neurons are oriented so the pial surface
ata were pooled across ACC and FI. Kruskal-Wallis non
arametric ANOVA tests indicated a significant difference in

otal spine counts between cell and tree types (P�0.001).
ost hoc rank sum tests indicated that the mean sum of
pines on the basal pyramidal trees was greater than that of
he pyramidal apical, VEN apical, or VEN basal trees
P�0.005). The sum of spines on the pyramidal apical tree
as greater than that of the VEN apical or basal trees

P�0.001). The VEN apical and VEN basal trees had the
ame mean total numbers of spines (P�0.98). We counted

idal neuron and (b) a von Economo neuron. Scale bar applies to both
ns from FI (a) and ACC (b). Notice the vertical symmetry and relative
is at the top.
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he number of dendritic spines per 10 �m along the extent of
ll dendrites on a tree and found that the number of spines on
he basal tree of the pyramidal neuron was maximal from 70

ig. 5. Scholl intersections for FI (top) and ACC (bottom) for pyramida
ells (basal tree navy diamonds; apical tree light blue diamonds). Not
ccurs at a radius of 50–100 �m from the soma, and the symmetric inte
rror bars represent S.E.M.
o 110 �m from the soma, while the maximum number of 1
pines on the apical pyramidal tree occurred at 160–180 �m
istance from the soma. Both the apical and basal trees of

he VENs reached the maximum number of spines around

sal tree, red triangles; apical tree orange triangles) and von Economo
e in intersection number that occurs in the pyramidal basal tree that

number in apical and basal dendritic tress of the VENs in both regions.
l cells (ba
e the spik
rsection
90–240 �m from the soma.
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DISCUSSION

e used Golgi-stained human brain tissue to characterize
he von Economo cells. In doing so, we demonstrated that
he VENs in anterior cingulate and FI cortex appear to be
single population of cells. We also found that VENs have

ewer spines, fewer intersections, and overall, less den-
ritic length than their layer 5 pyramidal counterparts,
hich suggests that the von Economo cells receive, and

herefore integrate, fewer inputs than pyramidal neurons.
he dendritic architecture of neurons reflects the way in
hich they integrate information (Vetter et al., 2001). Both
pines (Sabatini et al., 2001), and branches (Polsky et al.,
004) can operate as computational compartments, and,
ompared with their layer 5 pyramidal counterparts, VENs
ave fewer of both. Studies of rat sensorimotor layer 5
yramidal cells reveal a relationship between depolariza-
ion and output frequency that is linear near the soma and
roximal dendrites but non-linear in higher order dendritic
ranches (Oakley et al., 2001). This suggests that VENs are
omputationally simple compared with pyramidal neurons.

The radially polarized structure of the VENs is reminis-
ent of the theme of radial organization that occurs
hroughout cortex. A vertical orientation bias is present in

ig. 6. Comparisons of dendritic structure for apical and basal trees o
b) total dendritic length (c) spine counts and (d) maximum Scholl rad
or the first intersections, length, and spine count, there are no significan
re not due to variations in the degree of Golgi staining. Error bars de
yramidal and non-pyramidal cortical cells (Jin et al., c
001), and axonal afferents project within the bounds of
arrow columns. These and other features form the basis
f the minicolumn, a collection of 80–100 vertically aligned
ells which, through virtue of their common input, share
unctional properties (Mountcastle, 1997). The narrow den-
ritic tree of the VENs suggests that it samples only a
ubspace of a minicolumn, which is reported to be 35–
0 �m wide in humans (Buxhoeveden and Casanova,
002). In the case of either synaptic or extrasynaptic input,
he VENs probably receive neurotransmission only within
heir individual minicolumns. Latency measurements by
ubel and Wiesel (1977) show that input into a column
ets relayed rapidly in a vertical direction, but not on a
orizontal dimension. The VENs could be a specialization
hat facilitates this rapid radial signal transmission, provid-
ng an output response that reflects the minicolumnar input
ithin one or two synapses.

Although we show that the dendritic tree of the average
EN is sparser than that of the average pyramidal cell,
revious research shows that the cell bodies of VENs in
CC are, on average, 4.6 times larger than that of layer 5
yramidal cells in this area (Nimchinsky et al., 1999). The
ENs’ large size suggests that they bear large, rapidly

nd layer 5 pyramidal cells for (a) total number of Scholl intersections
at, despite significant differences between VENs and pyramidal cells
ces in maximum Scholl radii, suggesting that the observed differences
.M.
f VENs a
ii. Note th
onducting axons, which is a characteristic feature of big
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eurons in layer 5 elsewhere in the cortex (Sherwood
t al., 2003). The VENs contain an abundance of non-
hosphorylated neurofilaments, which is characteristic of
eurons bearing large axons (Nimchinsky et al., 1995).
ipophilic dye injected into the anterior part of the cingulum
undle backfills VENs in ACC, thus indicating that they
roject axons into the white matter (Nimchinsky et al.,
995). Together this evidence suggests that the function of
he VENs may be to provide a rapid relay to other parts of
he brain of a simple signal derived from information pro-
essed within FI and ACC.

Functional magnetic resonance imaging studies indi-
ate that FI and ACC are coactivated when subjects ex-
erience social emotions such as empathy (Singer et al.,
004), guilt (Shin et al., 2000), violation of social norms
Berthoz et al., 2002), deception (Spence et al., 2004), and
umor (Watson et al., 2006) As of yet, we do not know the
echanisms responsible for the differentiation of the com-
lex social emotions that activate FI and ACC, but we do
now that the VENs are a recently evolved population that
robably serves to relay output of the processing within
I and ACC to other brain structures. Their large size
uggests that the VENs may relay a fast intuitive assess-
ent of complex social situations to allow the rapid adjust-
ent of behavior in quickly changing social situations (All-
an et al., 2005). They can thus be seen as an adaptation

upporting the increased complexity of hominoid and es-
ecially human social networks.
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